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Abstract 

The main goal of this paper is to evaluate participation and positioning of Italian 

manufacturing firms in Global Value Chains (GVCs) in the period 2009-14. 

Findings indicate that: i) participation in GVC is positively associated with firms’ 
labour productivity; ii) Italian firms strongly participate in GVCs but frequently 

with the least advanced modes of internationalization (i.e. as pure exporters); iii) 

the vast majority of Italian firms are positioned in GVCs as suppliers rather than 

as final firms, thus operating in the least lucrative, intermediate stages of chains. 

The whole picture looks bleaker for firms located in Southern Italy.  
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1. - Introduction 

The global integration of markets and the vertical fragmentation of industries have advanced 

notably since the 1990s, with powerful repercussions on the international division of labour within 

firms and on firms’ behaviour and performance in both advanced and developing countries. The 

growth of global value chains has been one of the key features of this process (GROSSMAN G.M. - 

ROSSI-HANSBERG E., 2006;  MIROUDOT, S. - RAGOUSSIS A., 2009; OECD, 2012; AMADOR J. - DI 

MAURO F., 2015).  

The term “global value chain” (GVC) denotes the entire complex of operations and transactions 

within and between firms through which raw materials are transformed into intermediate products 

and then into final goods. For industrial products, the transformation carried out along GVCs involves 

many stages, ranging from design, manufacturing and assembly to marketing and distribution; these 

activities are frequently dispersed over a good number of different firms, regions and countries, so as 

to exploit the comparative advantages of efficiency in each jurisdiction (BALDWIN R. - VENABLES A., 

2013; COSTINOT A. et AL., 2013). Accordingly, the expansion of GVCs in these years has driven a 

worldwide interconnection of industries and a remarkable growth in world trade, especially trade in 

intermediate goods and services.5 

Owing in part to the lack of good quality data at firm level, the impact of participation in GVCs 

on firms’ productivity is still under-researched. It has been investigated by relatively few papers, 

which in most cases have found a positive effect of GVCs on labour productivity and total factor 

productivity (for example, VEUGELERS R. et AL., 2013; BALDWIN J. - YAN B., 2014; AMADOR J. - 

CABRAL S., 2015; OECD, 2015). There are in fact diverse channels through which participation in a 

GVC as exporters, importers or two-way traders and/or through foreign direct investments (FDI) can 

bring economic benefits. Exporting implies a number of potential advantages, in that access to larger 

foreign markets may allow a firm to exploit scale economies, to acquire new technologies abroad and 

learn by exporting, or expose it to stimulating international competition (DE LOECKER J., 2007). 

Moreover, other benefits may accrue to firms that are active in GVCs through imports of foreign 

inputs: cost saving, technology transfer, higher input quality, and possible complementarities with 

domestic inputs (AGOSTINO M. et AL., 2016). Third, two-way trading may have the additional 

advantage of exploiting sunk cost complementarity and other positive interactions between export 

and import activities (KASAHARA H. - LAPHAM B., 2013). Lastly, especially for small firms and 

suppliers (i.e. firms selling to other firms, relationships with large buyers and/or assemblers may be 

                                                           
5The OECD (2007) calculates that in 2003 about 54% of  the world’s manufactured imports were intermediate goods; 
according to DE BACKER K. – MIROUDOT S. (2014), over 70 percent of service imports are intermediate services. 



extremely fruitful in prompting them to upgrade their technical, relational and managerial capabilities 

(HUMPHREY J. - SCHMITZ H., 2002; GEREFFI G. et AL., 2005; AGOSTINO M. et AL., 2015). 

 

1.1. The case of Italy 

Italy, the second largest European manufacturing economy after Germany (industry accounts 

for 15.8% of GDP in Italy and 22.5% in Germany), has a number of peculiar industrial features that 

are especially relevant in the GVC context. One key characteristic is pronounced fragmentation: 

82.7% of Italian manufacturing firms, occupying almost 25% of the total manufacturing workforce, 

have fewer than 10 employees, while medium-to-large manufacturing firms with 250 or more 

employees are rare: 0.3% of the total, employing around 23% of the manufacturing workforce.  

Division of labour among firms is far-reaching (the well-known Marshallian industrial district model) 

and, before the surge of market globalization, it was territorially bounded. Italy’s comparative 

advantage has continued to be mainly in the traditional industries (the “Made in Italy” sectors), such 

as textiles, wearing apparel, leather products, furniture and footwear, all industries that are deeply 

involved in the international dispersion of production6.  

The “great recession” was particularly severe in Italy, with an 8.5% contraction in GDP between 

2008 and 2015. Consumption and investment plunged, and only foreign demand showed a somewhat 

positive trend, thanks to the “happy few” (MAYER T. - OTTAVIANO G., 2007), i.e. a handful of 

companies (6.4% of all manufacturing firms) that account for 75% of exports (MAZZEO E., 2016). 

Compared to other firms, these exporters feature larger size, higher productivity and wages, and more 

highly skilled workers.  

Other important characteristics are Italy’s lesser ability to attract foreign investment and the 

geographical divide. Indeed, the historical gap between the comparatively underdeveloped South, 

(including the regions Abruzzo, Molise, Campania, Basilicata, Apulia, Calabria, Sicily and Sardinia) 

and the more prosperous regions of the Centre-North is persistent (since the turn of the century per 

capita income in the South has been stuck at around 56% of that in the Centre-North); it reflects the 

differences in labour productivity and total factor productivity between firms located in the two 

regions (GIANNOLA A. et AL., 2016). 

Because of these structural features, globalisation has been a severe shock for Italian firms. 

Nevertheless, as various papers have observed (VEUGELERS R., 2013; AMADOR J. et AL., 2015; 

CAPPARIELLO R. - FELETTIGH A., 2015), Italy’s participation in GVCs is now more or less on a par 

                                                           
6 As shown by DELL’AGOSTINO L. –NENCI S. (2016), the Italian trade specialization does not change much when 
calculated taking into account trade in value added, rather than simply observing gross export data. 



with that of Germany and France, as gauged both by the share of foreign value added embodied in 

Italian exports and by the share of national value added embodied in partners’ exports.  

Empirical studies at firm level in Italy (GIUNTA A. et AL., 2012; AGOSTINO M. et AL., 2015; 

BRANCATI E. et AL., 2015; FORMAI S. - VERGARA CAFFARELLI F., 2015; GIOVANNETTI G. et AL., 2015) 

have produced three interesting findings: i) beside participation, firms’ positioning along the GVC is 

relevant as well, as it is shown, for example, by the fact that the great recession had more serious 

repercussions for suppliers7 than for final product manufacturers, probably because of a “bullwhip 

effect” connected to the adjustment of inventories within GVCs (BEKES G. et AL., 2011; ALTOMONTE 

C. et AL., 2012). Moreover, firms’ position in GVCs appears to explain part of the performance gap 

between Italian and German firms during the recession (ACCETTURO A. - GIUNTA A., 2016); ii) there 

is considerable heterogeneity of Italian firms involved in the GVCs; as the GVCs amplify the modes 

of firms’ internationalisation, that results in large productivity differentials; iii) Italian firms’ 

participation in GVCs is quite common, but participation per se does not guarantee good performance, 

which depends heavily on such firm-specific characteristics as the propensity to innovate, R&D 

investment, human capital, workers’ training. AGOSTINO M. et AL. (2015) show that on average 

supplier firms are less productive than final firms; however, as the ability of supplier firms increases, 

their productivity shortfall diminishes, and in fact for those that succeed in both exporting and 

innovating, there is no statistically significant difference in productivity between suppliers and final 

firms. 

 

1.2. Aim and outline of the paper 

The main purpose of this paper is to update our knowledge concerning Italian firms’ 

participation in GVCs. We evaluate the impact of participation in and positioning along GVCs on 

labour productivity in Italian manufacturing firms in the period following the “great recession,” i.e. 

from 2009 to 2014. 

We begin with an empirical investigation of a sample of more than 14,000 European industrial 

enterprises. We then focus on Italy, the core of our analysis, to highlight two main aspects. The first 

concerns the specific behaviour and performance of supplier firms, which produce for outsourcers 

and are therefore complementary to the international allocation of production within global networks 

(GIUNTA A. et AL., 2012). This is one of only a few papers on the role of GVCs in determining labour 

productivity that explicitly consider this type of firm. Yet supplier firms constitute the bulk of the 

industrial structure in a number of countries, and Italy, as observed, is a case in point. Supplier firms 
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in sales. And given their small size, the majority of Italian firms in fact operate as suppliers. 



are often described as suffering a productivity discount (RAZZOLINI T. - VANNONI D., 2011), although 

some researchers have noted the heterogeneous behaviour and performance of supplier firms 

(ACCETTURO A. et AL., 2011, AGOSTINO M. et AL., 2015).  

The second issue is the North-South divide in Italy, i.e. the performance gap between firms that 

are and are not part of GVCs, located in Southern and in Northern-Central  Italy. The empirical 

evidence on this issue is scanty indeed. Both Giunta A. et AL., (2012) and SVIMEZ (2016) report the 

low and relatively unqualified GVC participation of Southern firms; CHERUBINI L. - LOS B. (2016) 

find that from 1995 to 2006 employment in GVC-participating firms increased in all regions of Italy, 

but much less in the South than in the rest of the country. Moreover, the GVCs in which Southern 

firms participate appear to be relatively slow-growing. ACCETTURO A. et AL., (2016), analysing the 

impact of institutional quality on GVCs, document that firms located in regions with inefficient 

judicial systems (as is often the case in Southern Italy) are less likely to supply intermediate goods 

abroad. 

Our source of data is 2010 EU-EFIGE dataset, gathering survey and balance-sheet information 

on industrial firms with 10 or more employees in seven European countries: Austria, France, 

Germany, Hungary, Italy, Spain and the United Kingdom, all of them showing a considerable 

involvement in GVCs.8 Thanks to new balance-sheet data on the sample firms for 2011-2014, we 

make a novel contribution by analysing the post-crisis performance of the industrial firms covered by 

EFIGE’s 2007-2009 survey. 

The period under observation is of special interest in view of the severe shock produced by the 

financial crisis of 2008, which resulted in what some observers termed a “world trade collapse” 

(BALDWIN R., 2009). According to some recent works (YI K., 2009; BEMS R. et AL., 2010; 

ALESSANDRIA G. et AL., 2011; ALTOMONTE C. et AL., 2012), GVCs played a leading role in 

transmitting the shocks in the wake of the crisis. Moreover, the following years registered a slowdown 

in world trade growth to about 3% a year in 2012-15, compared with 7% in the pre-crisis decades 

from 1987 to 2007. It remains to be established whether this deceleration was driven by: a) 

compositional effects, such as a geographical shift in economic activity, from the advanced to the 

emerging economies, or possibly a shift towards less trade-intensive activities (AL HASCHIMI A. et 

AL., 2016; BUSSIER M. et AL., 2013; CONSTATINESCU C. et AL., 2016); b) structural effects relating to 

the “possibility that the structural transformation associated with the increasing geographical 

                                                           
8 The participation index (KOOPMAN et AL., 2011) is expressed as a percentage of gross exports and indicates the share of 
foreign inputs in exports (backward participation) and domestically produced inputs used in third countries’ exports 
(forward participation). Among our seven countries, Hungary shows the highest backward participation (40% of gross 
exports), followed by Austria (around 30%), Germany (around 25%), France (20%), Spain (20%), and Italy (20%), while 
the United Kingdom exhibits the lowest backward participation index (around 15%). 



fragmentation of production is now nearly finished” (FERRANTINO M. - TAGLIONI D., 2014); c) the 

Chinese transition towards a more consumption-based economy; or d) protectionist measures 

inducing firms to rely mainly upon regional markets for sourcing and sales. 

The remainder of the article is organised as follows. Section 2 assesses the degree of 

participation of European and Italian firms in GVCs, distinguishing among different modes of 

participation according to the number and kind of international activities undertaken. Section 3 treats 

our main theme, estimating the effect of GVCs on labour productivity. After presenting the 

econometric model and commenting on the general results, we conduct specific analyses on Italy, 

with particular reference to the North-South gap and to supplier firms. Section 4 summarizes the 

conclusions and outlines some policy implications. 

 

 

2. - Participation in and position along GVCs 

This section offers a preliminary evaluation of the involvement and positioning of Italian 

manufacturing firms in GVCs, in comparison with firms in other European countries. We also 

distinguish between firms operating in the Centre-North and the South of Italy (the so-called 

“Mezzogiorno”). 

To take account of the variety of modes of internationalisation associated with the operation of 

GVCs, we examine several possible modes of participation and their combinations: exports only, 

intermediate goods imports only, both exports and imports (two-way trade), and international 

production. In particular, like VEUGELERS R. et AL., (2013), we define “single,” “dual” and “triple” 

modes of GVC participation. Single participation embraces pure importers of components/services, or 

pure exporters, or pure international producers (through FDI or international outsourcing). Dual mode 

comprises firms involved in any two of the foregoing modes (imports and exports, or imports plus 

international production, or exports and international production). Triple mode means the firms engaged 

in all three modes (imports, exports and international production). Finally, “zero” participation (the 

control group in our econometric analyses) encompasses firms that engage in no international activity: 

neither imports nor exports nor international production.9 We classify firms in the various categories 

on the basis of qualitative information on the status of importer, exporter and international producer, as 

reported by the EFIGE survey. 

                                                           
9 This definition may overestimate firms’ participation in GVCs. The EFIGE dataset cannot distinguish between exports 
of intermediate and final goods; likewise, we cannot establish whether an international producer is actually participating 
in a GVC (as when the firm produces intermediate goods that are subsequently exported for further processing) or, instead, 
has a totally self-contained foreign plant (all stages in production are performed within the plant), and the output is sold 
on local markets. Fortunately, this potential bias is limited because in our dataset it might concern 21% of the total sample 
at most (20.41% consisting of exporters and 0.24% of FDI-only firms, see table 1). 



2.1 The international comparison 

Table 1 shows the distribution of firms by country10 (in the case of Italy, also with separate 

rows for Centre-North and South) and mode of participation in GVCs, distinguishing also among the 

different types of single, dual and triple participation. Germany has the largest share of firms not 

participating in any GVC (28.6%), followed closely by Spain. Conversely, Italy’s involvement in 

GVCs is the strongest, practically on a par with France and “Others”. On the other hand, Italian firms 

more frequently take part in GVCs with the least advanced participation mode (single), and in 

particular as pure exporters. More generally, in all countries the dual mode is the most common; in 

the majority of cases these firms are two-way traders. In this respect, Italy, France and Spain are 

similar, while Germany has a somewhat smaller share of two-way traders (around 32%) and a higher 

percentage of firms that combine international production with importing or exporting (around 2.2%). 

The triple mode, the most complex, involves relatively few firms (6% in Italy, around 8% in Germany 

and France). 

INSERT TABLE 1 

 

As noted above, a firm’s positioning along its GVC has significant impact. Indeed, being a 

supplier or a final firm may have important implications in itself and with regard to participation in 

and rewards from GVC. Tables 2a and 2b distinguish between “supplier firms”, i.e. firms selling 

exclusively to other firms, and “final firms” i.e., producers serving end markets. Table 2a shows that 

in Italy and France the majority of firms, internationalised or not, are suppliers (65% and 71% 

respectively), whereas in the other countries the incidence of suppliers is much lower, most notably 

in Germany (around 40%). 

What is more, supplier and final market firms appear to differ very significantly in degree of 

involvement and mode of participation in GVCs. In all our sample countries (except Germany), and 

most especially in Italy, suppliers are more frequently confined to single national markets than final 

firms, and their participation modes are simpler. For example, dual and triple modes are much less 

common among suppliers than final firms in Italy and Spain, however in Germany no such a 

difference is found. In particular, this reflects the differing presence of two-way traders between final 

and supplier firms. Remarkably, while in Italy and Spain two-way traders account respectively for 

38% and 36% of all suppliers (against 45% and 43% for final firms), in Germany the opposite holds: 

the share of suppliers consisting of two-way traders is higher.  

                                                           
10 Only France, Germany, Italy and Spain are treated individually, while Britain, Austria and Hungary are grouped 
together as “Others”. This is because on the one hand the productive structure of the UK, based on financial and 
knowledge-intensive business services, is quite different from that of France, Germany, Italy and Spain; and on the other, 
Hungary and Austria are much smaller economies, so that comparisons may not be particularly significant. 



Even when focusing on internationalised firms (Table 2b), suppliers – in single, dual, or triple 

mode – make up a substantial majority (around 63%) of GVC participants in Italy, but only 41% in 

Germany. In the latter country, more than 35% of internationalised firms are final firms participating 

with dual or triple modes, whereas in Italy the value is 24%. Conversely, suppliers integrated in GVCs 

with single mode are 27% in Italy against less than 18% in Germany. This is evidence that German 

and Italian firms perform different tasks, presumably associated with different rewards along the 

chain. 

INSERT TABLE 2a 

INSERT TABLE 2b 

 

2.2 Focussing on Italy 

In accordance with previous literature (BERNARD A.B. - JENSEN J.B, 1999; MELITZ M.J., 2003; 

HELPMAN E. et AL., 2004), our data show a great heterogeneity among Italian industrial firms, in 

particular between suppliers and final firms. Table 3 (Panel A) displays some structural differences 

regarding labour productivity, participation in GVC, and some other variables11 such as: SIZE, the 

percentage of small and medium-sized firms (under 250 employees); AGE, the percentage of firms 

more than 20 years old in 2008; GROUP and FOREGROUP, the percentage of firms belonging to a 

group and a foreign group, respectively; FORECOMP, the percentage of firms whose main competitors 

are located abroad; INNO and R&D, the percentage of firms carrying out product/process innovation 

or research activities respectively, and TRAIN, the percentage of employees involved in formal training 

programs. The comparison between final and suppliers highlights that the latter are on average less 

productive, smaller (precisely, the share of SMEs is higher), less integrated in business groups, more 

frequently closed to international trade and less inclined to undertaking R&D, innovation and workers’ 

training. 

INSERT TABLE 3 

 

Concerning participation in GVC, Italian suppliers are more frequently integrated with single 

mode; less frequently with dual; in a very few cases with triple mode. Table 3 Panel B indicates that 

the more complex the participation mode in GVC, the more productive the firm. The hierarchy among 

the modes of participation in GVC is confirmed by Figures 1 and 2, where Kernel density for each 

                                                           
11Two different measures of labour productivity are used, computed respectively as the ratio of total turnover (PRODt) and 
value added (PRODv) over the number of employees. The same set of variables is used in regressions of Section 3. 



mode is depicted12. For both PRODt and PRODv measures of labour productivity, the curve relative to 

each category is located to the right of curves representing density of less complex participation modes.  

 

INSERT FIGURES 1 and 2 

 

Moreover, the productivity gap between the two categories of firms (suppliers and final firms) 

varies with the mode of participation. Differences in average labour productivity rapidly shrink when 

moving from non-internationalized firms to simple and then to more complex modes13. In other words, 

data of Table 3 show that the gain of joining a chain, and participating with more complex modes of 

integration, is much larger for suppliers than final firms. 

By Italian national standards, the condition of Southern industry is even worse. As shown in 

Table 1, the most striking difference lies in international opening: more than a third of all 

manufacturing firms in Southern Italy are closed to any sort of international trade. Considering only 

firms involved in GVCs (Table 2b), more than half of those in the South are characterised by the 

single mode, much higher than in Central-Northern Italy (39%) and the rest of Europe (35% in France, 

39% in Spain, 41% in Germany, and 37% in the other countries). For the subset of suppliers, the 

figures are worse: 37% of Southern firms are not involved in GVCs at all (Table 2a) and 52% of those 

involved participate only with the single mode (Table 2b).  

Another point of interest is the share of internationalised final firms engaged in imports and 

that of pure export suppliers. From Table 2a, it can be calculated that in Southern Italy the percentage 

of final importer firms over the total number of internationalised firms is much lower than in Central-

Northern Italy and in all the other sample countries. Conversely, pure exporter suppliers account for 

a relatively very high share of all suppliers in GVC14. That is, Italy – and even more so Southern Italy 

– is characterised by a relatively smaller presence of final importers (pivotal firms that are usually 

large buyers and/or assemblers in the downstream stages), combined with a large presence of 

exporting suppliers (usually active in upstream and midstream stages). In sum, Southern firms are the 

                                                           
12The kernel density shows the probability of picking a firm with any given productivity level randomly drawing from 
triple, dual, single, or zero. 
13 This result is thoroughly consistent with the main findings of AGOSTINO M. et AL., (2015). 
14 Final importers are the sum of final pure importers, two-way traders, importers producing abroad and triple mode firms 
(for Southern Italy 0.36% + 1.56% + 0.03% + 0.26%). Dividing by the total number of internationalised final firms (5.13% 
– 1.52%), it yields a share of 61% of importers over all internationalised final firms. This share amounts to 70% in Central-
Northern Italy, 85% in France, 73% in Spain, 65% in Germany, and 72% in the other countries. The percentage of 
suppliers which are pure exporter can be calculated for Southern Italy as the ratio of suppliers only exporting (2.12%) to 
total internationalised suppliers (8.38% – 3.08%), which yields 40% against 36% in Central-Northern Italy, 16% in 
France, 28% in Spain, 34% in Germany, and 27% in the other countries. 



least integrated into GVCs, and when they do participate they tend to be poorly positioned, thus 

preventing them from fully exploiting the opportunities of global market penetration.15 

By looking at the industry disaggregation, Table 4 offers other significant insights into Italian 

involvement in GVCs. First, it confirms the overall high industry involvement in GVCs, with the 

partial exceptions of the rubber and plastic and food and tobacco sectors (with 26.5% and 23.5%, 

respectively, of non-participating firms). Second, it shows that the percentage of not internationalised 

firms is much higher for suppliers than for final firms in all sectors (except food). Third, the relatively 

modest GVC presence of final firms (35% on average compared with 65% for suppliers) in all sectors 

(except for Food and Tobacco) again spotlights a peculiar feature of Italian industry, namely the 

relative lack of large players occupying more secure and profitable positions and governing the chain. 

 

INSERT TABLE 4 

 

Summing up, our descriptive analysis (tables 1-4) documents the strong involvement of Italian 

industry in GVCs but also points out to some factors of weakness. Italy’s participation is characterised 

by a very large share of supplier firms, that often operate in the less lucrative, intermediate stages of 

GVCs. Also, Italian firms, and particularly suppliers, participate in GVCs with the least advanced 

participation mode (single), frequently as pure exporters. Conversely, by comparison with the main 

European competitors, only a few Italian firms (around 6%) display the most advanced (triple) mode. 

 

3. The empirical inquiry 

Here we set out the evidence of the importance of GVC participation in determining firms’ 

productivity. In this econometric exercise, the dependent variable is labour productivity (measured 

either as value added or as total sales turnover per employee) and the vector of explanatory variables 

includes a number of controls and indicators of participation. 

 

3.1. Data and estimation methods 

We use micro-data from the EU-EFIGE Bruegel-UniCredit dataset, provided by the Belgian 

non-profit international association Bruegel. The dataset contains both survey and balance-sheet data 

on 14,759 firms with at least 10 employees operating in seven European countries: Austria, France, 

Germany, Hungary, Italy, Spain and the United Kingdom.16 Although many of the qualitative and 

quantitative data from the EFIGE survey (conducted in 2010) refer to the triennium 2007-2009, 

                                                           
15Consistent with these indications, SVIMEZ (2016) shows that Southern firms in GVCs tend to import relatively more 
standardised than customised intermediate goods and export relatively more to developing than to advanced countries. 
16 For more details on the EFIGE dataset, see http://bruegel.org/2012/10/the-eu-efigebruegel-unicredit/dataset/ 

http://bruegel.org/2012/10/the-eu-efigebruegel-unicredit/dataset/


almost all our explanatory variables are available for 2008 only. As a consequence, we cannot resort 

to dynamic panel data methods to account for unobserved heterogeneity between firms or possible 

simultaneity bias (that is, firms might select different types of GVC involvement depending on their 

level of productivity). The estimations therefore necessarily rely only on OLS methodology, so a 

strict causal interpretation of our results is precluded. On the other hand, thanks to the availability of 

balance-sheet data updated to 2014, we can observe and factor in the productivity performance of 

European manufacturing firms in the aftermath of the crisis by taking as the dependent variable 

average productivity in the years 2010-2014.  

Our estimated equation is specified as follows: 
 � = + � �� � + ��� + � � � + �� +��� + ∑ �� �� + ∑ �� �� + ��  (1) 

 

where the dependent variable is the log of average labour productivity for 2009-2014, computed as the 

ratio of either total turnover (PRODt) or value added (PRODv) to the number of employees. On the 

right hand side, SINGLE, DUAL, TRIPLE and SUPPL are our key regressors. The first three are 

dummies identifying the non-overlapping categories of GVC involvement defined above (ZERO being 

the control group). As in Section 2, our benchmark estimations classify firms in their respective 

categories on the basis of qualitative information on the status of importer, exporter and international 

producer as reported by the EFIGE survey. As a robustness check, we alternatively assign firms to each 

of our four participation modes according to the criterion of VEUGELERS et AL., (2013), i.e. classifying 

“firms as internationally active only if their trade turnover (either turnover from imports of 

intermediate goods and services for domestic production, exports of domestic production or 

international production activities) is above the twenty-fifth percentile in their sector, or if their share 

of international activity (import, export or international production) over total turnover is above the 

twenty-fifth percentile” (VEUGELERS et AL., 2013, p. 110). The SUPPL regressor (suppliers) designates 

firms whose entire turnover (100%) stems from produced-to-order goods. The control vector � contains 

a set of variables frequently used in the literature and previously discussed (Section 2): SIZE, AGE, 

GROUP,FOREGROUP,FORECOMP, INNO, R&D, and TRAIN. Finally, we also consider as 

additional regressors industry dummies � �, controlling for unobserved heterogeneity at the industry 

level, and � are country specific effects, accounting for country unobservable heterogeneity. Table 5 

provides a description of dependent and explanatory variables, together with some summary statistics, 

while table 6 reports the correlation matrix. 

 

INSERT TABLE 5 

INSERT TABLE 6 



Equation (1) is estimated considering first all EFIGE countries (Austria, France, Germany, 

Hungary, Italy, Spain and Britain) and then Italy alone. To deepen our analysis, we re-estimate model 

(1) on the whole sample by replacing SINGLE, DUAL and TRIPLE with a simple GVC dummy that 

takes value 1 if a firm is internationally active (i.e. if any among SINGLE, DUAL and TRIPLE takes 

value 1). This allows us to include as an additional regressor the interaction term GVC*SUPPL 

(INTE1), which should make it possible to evaluate the productivity effect of being a GVC supplier. 

When the sample is restricted to Italian data, INTE2 is the interaction term between GVC and SOUTH, 

the latter being a dichotomous variable coded 1 for firms located in Southern Italy. 

3.2. Results 

Table 7 reports estimates for all our sample countries. Columns 1 and 2 show the results from 

estimating equation (1), alternatively computing average labour productivity (our dependent variable) 

as either total turnover (PRODt) or value added (PRODv) per employee. 

 

INSERT TABLE 7 

 

A preliminary look at the control variables shows that most have the expected sign and for the 

most part are statistically significant at the 1% level. Partial exceptions are SIZE and INNO, which in 

some cases are not significant. 

Turning to our variables of interest, the coefficients of SINGLE, DUAL and TRIPLE are always 

positive and highly significant. It is worth noticing that the coefficient of TRIPLE is higher than that of 

DUAL, which in turn is higher than SINGLE. A possible implication is that the beneficial effect of 

GVC participation is enhanced when the firm is integrated into a GVC with a more complex mode of 

internationalisation. The tests reported at the bottom of Table 7 indicate that the increase in the 

magnitude of the impact is statistically significant: firms marked by all three modes of international 

integration have the highest level of labour productivity in our sample, followed by firms involved in 

two modes and then by those involved in just one. Moreover, in the first two columns of Table 7, the 

SUPPL parameter is negative and significant, corroborating the hypothesis of a productivity gap 

between suppliers and final firms. 

In columns 3 and 4, we replace our three mode variables with a single GVC dummy, coded 1if a 

firm is SINGLE, or DUAL, or TRIPLE mode and 0 otherwise. The coefficient is positive and 

significant, and its magnitude is consistent with the range of the SINGLE, DUAL, TRIPLE parameters 

reported in columns 1 and 2.  

In the last two columns of Table 7, we add the interaction term INTE1 between the dummies 

GVC and SUPPL. The coefficient of this variable is negative and individually significant in column 5. 



Although SUPPL loses significance, INTE1 is jointly significant with each of its constituent terms 

(GVC and SUPPL) in both columns, as is shown by the F-tests (the last rows). This allows us to evaluate 

the impact of participation in GVCs for suppliers alone (summing the coefficients of GVC and INTE): 

it is positive and significant, although lower than for final firms. 

Table 8 reports the results of the regression for Italian manufacturing firms.  

 

INSERT TABLE 8 

 

In the first four columns we replicate the analysis performed for the whole sample. The results 

are notably similar, confirming that in the Italian case too firms’ involvement in GVCs is correlated 

with higher productivity, and that, as the mode of internationalisation becomes more complex, the 

productivity gain increases. Again, suppliers lag behind, and in most cases controls are statistically 

significant. 

To evaluate possible geographical peculiarities, we include the additional dummy SOUTH, taking 

value 1 for firms located in Southern Italy. Its coefficient always has the expected negative sign (but is 

highly significant only for PRODt specifications). In columns 5 and 6, the dummies SOUTH and GVC 

are interacted in the term INTE2. Although not significant alone, INTE2 is positive and jointly 

significant with each of its constituent terms (SOUTH and GVC) in both columns, as indicated by the 

F-tests in the last rows. This result indicates that the productivity gap afflicting Southern firms is sharply 

attenuated when the firm is part of a GVC. Moreover, the impact of GVC participation turns out to be 

greater for firms in the South than for those operating in the Centre or North. 

Tables 9 and 10 show that our results are robust to replication in which firms are assigned to the 

various internationalisation modes by the method of VEUGELERS et AL., (2013). Indeed, for both the 

entire sample and the Italian subsample the results are substantially identical to those of Tables 7 and 

8. 

INSERT TABLE 9 
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4.- Summary and concluding remarks 

The global fragmentation of production and the expansion of GVCs have significantly changed 

both the nature of national comparative advantages (“It’s not wine for cloth anymore”, GROSSMAN 

G.M. - ROSSI-HANSBERG E., 2006) and the competitiveness of firms, which participate in the new 

international division of labour with different tasks (and different rewards). The “new normal” in the 



organization of production fully involves firms from developing and developed countries alike. The 

phenomenon is remarkable: the interconnectedness of economies has far-reaching consequences and 

carries major policy implications. Nevertheless, the serious lack of good statistical data at firm level 

has precluded comprehensive empirical studies. The result is that this remains an under-researched 

area, investigated only recently and by a relatively small number of studies.  

In line with recent developments, we contribute to this strand of the literature by investigating 

the impact of Italian manufacturing firms’ participation in and positioning along GVCs on their labour 

productivity in the period that followed the great recession, i.e. 2009-14.Given the structural features 

of Italian industry, globalisation has been a major shock for Italian firms. Nevertheless, as various 

papers have observed, Italy’s participation in GVCs is currently comparable to that of Germany and 

France, as gauged both by the share of foreign value added embodied in Italian exports and by the share 

of national value added embodied in partners’ exports. 

We have conducted an empirical inquiry using the EU-EFIGE dataset of 2010. Thanks to the 

availability of new balance-sheet data (for the years 2011-2014) for our sample firms, we can update 

existing knowledge in the empirical literature by analyzing the post-crisis performance of Italian firms 

involved in GVCs. 

To take account of the diversity of modes associated with GVCs, we examine various modes 

of firms’ participation in GVCs, corresponding to simpler or more complex international activities: 

exports only, intermediate goods imports only, exporting and importing both, and international 

production. 

Our approach is new in two major respects that have tended to be neglected by empirical studies. 

First, on the assumption that a firm’s positioning along the GVC is a relevant factor, we distinguish 

supplier firms, i.e. firms that sell 100% of their output to other firms, from firms that serve the end 

market. Supplier firms, the “dark” side of the international division of labour, usually depicted as 

suffering from a productivity discount (RAZZOLINI T. - VANNONI D., 2011), make up the bulk of the 

industrial structure in a number of countries – most notably Italy.  

Second, we focus on the micro features  of the Italian North-South divide, which emerges in 

the contrast between the performance of firms that are and are not inserted in GVCs located in the 

South and the Centre-North. The empirical evidence on this point is definitely scanty. Further inquiry 

is essential, given that the South has a third of Italy’s population and a per capita income scarcely 

half that of the Center-North. 

Our findings imply three main new conclusions. First, the participation of Italian firms in GVCs 

is the highest among the European countries we consider. However, this is good news only in part, 

inasmuch as: i) Italian firms more frequently take part with the least advanced mode (single), and in 



particular as pure exporters; ii) Italy’s internationalised firms are overwhelmingly positioned as pure 

suppliers, unlike Germany’s the majority of which are final firms. The low incidence of final firms 

highlights a salient feature of  Italian industry generally, namely the lack of large key players – usually 

assemblers or buyers located in the downstream portion of the GVCs – that hold more secure and 

lucrative positions and govern the chain. 

Second, turning to the international participation and positioning of Southern Italian firms, 

matters appear still worse. A third of them are not engaged in any kind of international activity and 

so depend solely upon domestic demand. Southern firms are accordingly the least well integrated into 

GVCs, and where they do participate they tend to be sub optimally positioned, preventing them from 

fully exploiting the opportunities of global market penetration. This finding is a matter of serious 

concern, in that GVC participation would appear to be a new and novel parameter characterising the 

historical North-South divide. 

Third, our econometric investigation confirms the prevalent thesis of the literature, namely that 

GVC participation is associated with higher productivity. Furthermore, we find that productivity 

gains are ordered: the more advanced the firm’s mode of GVC participation, the greater the 

productivity premium. This result is robust to different specifications of the model and is confirmed 

for Southern firms as well. The literature’s prediction concerning GVC positioning also stands 

confirmed. Suppliers do suffer from a productivity gap compared with final market firms, but when 

they are part of a GVC (typically, by producing for firms that operate abroad), that disadvantage 

disappears, even though the productivity premium is smaller than that gained by final firms. This 

suggests a cumulative learning process associated with GVC participation. 

Summing up, there can be no doubt that GVCs do offer significant opportunities to get a toehold 

in larger markets and engage in exchange with more advanced firms, including the multinationals, 

which often coordinate the chains. Yet the capacity to take advantage of this opportunity would 

appear to be limited for Italian industry in general and practically non-existent for many Southern 

manufacturers. At the two ends of the GVC spectrum, Italy has too many firms in the simple 

participation mode and too few in complex modes.  

As the OECD has observed (OECD, 2007), the globalisation of value chains confronts 

economies with new challenges as well as opportunities and raises major policy challenges for the 

OECD countries. This is particularly true of Italy, whose external competitiveness seems to depend 

on the strong performance of a “happy few” suppliers and final firms (MAYER T. - OTTAVIANO G., 

2007), too few to trigger powerful productivity growth at aggregate level. In order to expand the 

extensive margins of the firms that can face the global markets, at least two complementary sets of 

policies are required. For SMEs, uncertainty and information asymmetries in export and import 



markets are serious obstacles, especially in relation to the complex modes of internationalisation. 

Hence, public policy needs to facilitate the flow of specific export-import information and foster the 

diffusion of knowledge about foreign markets. This should be complemented by financial and fiscal 

incentives for SMEs to cooperate – for example, through formalized networks of firms – which would 

help create the critical mass required to bear the sunk costs of penetrating foreign markets. In addition, 

both to facilitate SMEs’ links to GVCs and to increase the number of major assembler and buyer 

firms operating in Italy, policies to attract foreign direct investment would be fruitful in the light of 

the role played by large firms and multinationals within GVCs. What is required if such measures are 

to have an adequate impact on the economic system is no secret, and the want of it has long been felt: 

an institutional arrangement guaranteeing sufficient resources and a medium-period timeframe; 

simple, certain rules for firms; and stable institutional interlocutors. Finally, good quality micro data 

are badly needed to support specific policy design and to permit the assessment of policies’ 

effectiveness. 
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IMP EXP PROD EXP-IMP IMP-PROD EXP-PROD

FRANCE 21.36% 14.87% 12.24% 0.13% 41.94% 1.04% 0.20% 8.21% 100%

GERMANY 28.59% 5.96% 23.48% 0.20% 31.52% 0.48% 1.74% 8.04% 100%

ITALY 20.72% 5.10% 26.71% 0.23% 40.15% 0.10% 0.93% 6.06% 100%

  CENTER-NORTH 18.64% 4.78% 26.94% 0.15% 41.83% 0.08% 0.96% 6.62% 100%

  SOUTH 34.07% 7.11% 25.25% 0.74% 29.41% 0.25% 0.74% 2.45% 100%

SPAIN 27.19% 9.00% 19.77% 0.14% 39.94% 0.25% 0.35% 3.35% 100%

OTHERS 21.31% 8.64% 19.78% 0.47% 41.03% 0.87% 1.80% 6.10% 100%

TOTAL 23.78% 8.71% 20.41% 0.24% 38.93% 0.55% 1.01% 6.38% 100%

IMP EXP PROD EXP-IMP IMP-PROD EXP-PROD

FRANCE 6.12% 4.14% 3.13% 0.03% 12.05% 0.20% 0.07% 2.83% 28.57%

GERMANY 18.26% 3.41% 13.49% 0.03% 18.19% 0.27% 1.06% 5.59% 60.31%

ITALY 5.73% 1.59% 8.61% 0.13% 15.79% 0.07% 0.40% 2.98% 35.30%

  CENTER-NORTH 4.21% 1.23% 7.32% 0.07% 14.24% 0.03% 0.36% 2.72% 30.17%

  SOUTH 1.52% 0.36% 1.29% 0.07% 1.56% 0.03% 0.03% 0.26% 5.13%

SPAIN 14.19% 4.80% 11.72% 0.07% 24.68% 0.14% 0.25% 2.12% 57.98%

OTHERS 10.48% 4.71% 10.78% 0.37% 23.56% 0.60% 1.40% 4.11% 56.01%

IMP EXP PROD EXP-IMP IMP-PROD EXP-PROD

FRANCE 15.21% 10.73% 9.12% 0.10% 29.91% 0.84% 0.13% 5.38% 71.43%

GERMANY 10.32% 2.56% 9.98% 0.17% 13.32% 0.20% 0.68% 2.45% 39.69%

ITALY 14.97% 3.51% 18.11% 0.10% 24.37% 0.03% 0.53% 3.08% 64.70%

  CENTER-NORTH 11.89% 2.91% 15.99% 0.07% 21.95% 0.03% 0.46% 3.01% 56.32%

  SOUTH 3.08% 0.60% 2.12% 0.03% 2.42% 0.00% 0.07% 0.07% 8.38%

SPAIN 12.99% 4.20% 8.05% 0.07% 15.25% 0.11% 0.11% 1.24% 42.02%

OTHERS 10.81% 3.94% 8.98% 0.10% 17.49% 0.27% 0.40% 2.00% 43.99%

TABLE 2b - Multiple mode internationalization by firms' positioning in GVC (excluding ZERO)

SINGLE DUAL TRIPLE TOTAL SINGLE DUAL TRIPLE TOTAL TOTAL

FRANCE 9.28% 15.65% 3.59% 28.53% 25.36% 39.26% 6.84% 71.47% 100%

GERMANY 23.71% 27.34% 7.82% 58.87% 17.80% 19.90% 3.44% 41.13% 100%

ITALY 13.03% 20.50% 3.76% 37.29% 27.39% 31.44% 3.88% 62.71% 100%

  CENTER-NORTH 10.86% 18.46% 3.42% 32.73% 23.92% 28.31% 3.80% 56.03% 89%

  SOUTH 2.17% 2.05% 0.33% 4.55% 3.47% 3.13% 0.08% 6.68% 11%

SPAIN 22.79% 34.43% 2.91% 60.14% 16.93% 21.24% 1.70% 39.86% 100%

OTHERS 20.14% 32.49% 5.22% 57.85% 16.54% 23.07% 2.54% 42.15% 100%

Authors' calculations on EFIGE data. SINGLE embraces pure importers of components/services or pure exporters or pure 

international producers (through FDI or international outsourcing). DUAL comprises firms involved in any two of the foregoing 

modes (imports and exports, or imports plus international production, or exports and international production). TRIPLE means the 

firms engaged in all three modes (imports, exports and international production). OTHERS includes: Austria, Hungary and UK. 

Total observations for Italy: 3020.

SUPPLIER FIRMSFINAL FIRMS

DUAL

SINGLE DUAL
ZERO TRIPLE

Authors' calculations on EFIGE data. SINGLE embraces pure importers of components/services or pure exporters or pure

international producers (through FDI or international outsourcing). DUAL comprises firms involved in any two of the foregoing

modes (imports and exports, or imports plus international production, or exports and international production). TRIPLE means the

firms engaged in all three modes (imports, exports and international production). OTHERS includes: Austria, Hungary and UK. IMP,

EXP and PROD stand for importers, exporters and international producers, respectively. Total observations for Italy: 3020.

TABLE 1 - Multiple mode internationalization by country 

SUPPLIER FIRMS

SINGLE DUAL
ZERO TRIPLE TOTAL

Authors' calculations on EFIGE data. SINGLE embraces pure importers of components/services, or pure exporters or pure

international producers (through FDI or international outsourcing). DUAL comprises firms involved in any two of the foregoing

modes (imports and exports, or imports plus international production, or exports and international production). TRIPLE means the

firms engaged in all three modes (imports, exports and international production). OTHERS includes: Austria, Hungary and UK. IMP,

EXP and PROD stand for importers, exporters and international producers, respectively. Total observations for Italy: 3020.

TOTAL

ZERO TRIPLE TOTAL

TABLE 2a - Multiple mode internationalization by firms' positioning in GVC

FINAL FIRMS

SINGLE



ZERO SINGLE DUAL TRIPLE GVC
 # SIZE AGE GROUP

FORE

GROUP

FORE

COMP
R&D INNO TRAIN

FINAL FIRMS 16.23% 29.27% 46.06% 8.44% 83.77% 89.77% 6.60% 21.67% 5.53% 9.47% 59.19% 27.67% 28.05%

SUPPLIER FIRMS 23.13% 33.57% 38.54% 4.76% 76.87% 90.99% 6.50% 15.15% 3.22% 10.75% 52.71% 25.90% 22.52%

ZERO SINGLE DUAL TRIPLE TOTAL ZERO SINGLE DUAL TRIPLE TOTAL

PRODt 
(a)

Average 219.6 225.5 318.3 325.8 275.0 150.4 192.3 243.1 311.1 207.7

Median 127.9 152.3 206.1 255.0 181.3 109.4 139.6 177.6 238.8 151.4

Observations 164 302 466 76 1,008 422 613 707 82 1,824

PRODv 
(b)

Average 52.7 53.9 62.1 69.5 58.7 45.32 51.38 60.16 62.46 53.88

Median 46.4 46.5 54.7 60.8 51.1 41.44 46.76 53.88 56.61 48.42

Observations 163 297 460 74 994 415 602 700 80 1,797

SECTOR ZERO SINGLE DUAL TRIPLE TOTAL ZERO SINGLE DUAL TRIPLE TOTAL TOTAL

Food and Tobacco 13.45% 24.79% 22.69% 1.68% 62.61% 10.08% 13.87% 13.03% 0.42% 37.39% 100%

Textile 2.63% 5.97% 14.08% 7.40% 30.07% 14.32% 21.24% 28.16% 6.21% 69.93% 100%

Wood, paper, printing, furniture 4.42% 9.68% 10.95% 2.32% 27.37% 15.79% 27.79% 27.16% 1.89% 72.63% 100%

Chemical and pharmaceuticals 1.85% 8.33% 29.63% 2.78% 42.59% 5.56% 10.19% 36.11% 5.56% 57.41% 100%

Rubber and plastic 11.01% 8.63% 17.56% 0.60% 37.80% 15.48% 20.24% 23.81% 2.68% 62.20% 100%

Metal, machinery and equipment 4.03% 10.49% 14.42% 2.34% 31.27% 17.51% 24.63% 24.16% 2.43% 68.73% 100%

Electrical and optical equipment 6.62% 8.82% 22.43% 2.57% 40.44% 12.50% 18.01% 24.63% 4.41% 59.56% 100%

Transport equipment 5.00% 8.75% 16.25% 7.50% 37.50% 11.25% 11.25% 35.00% 5.00% 62.50% 100%

Total 5.61% 10.38% 16.15% 2.97% 35.11% 14.92% 21.83% 25.03% 3.10% 64.89% 100%

TABLE 3 - Italian final and supplier firms. Productivity and  structural characteristics

TABLE 4 - Multiple mode internationalization by sectory (Nace 1.1): Italy

SUPPLIER FIRMS

Authors' calculations on EFIGE data. All variables come from EU-EFIGE/Bruegel-UniCredit dataset. SINGLE embraces pure importers of components/services or

pure exporters or pure international producers (through FDI or international outsourcing). DUAL comprises firms involved in any two of the foregoing modes

(imports and exports, or imports plus international production, or exports and international production). TRIPLE means the firms engaged in all three modes

(imports, exports and international production).
#
GVC is a dummy coded 1 if a firm is single, or dual, or triple mode. For the description of the others variables see

TABLE 5.
(a)

Turnover on employees (average 2009-2014);
(b)

Added value on employees (average 2009-2014). Average and median values are in thousands of

euro. 

Authors' calculations on EFIGE data. SINGLE embraces pure importers of components/services or pure exporters or pure international producers (through FDI or

international outsourcing). DUAL comprises firms involved in any two of the foregoing modes (imports and exports, or imports plus international production, or exports and

international production). TRIPLE means the firms engaged in all three modes (imports, exports and international production).Total observations for Italy: 2,996.

FINAL FIRMS

PANEL A

FINAL FIRMS SUPPLIER FIRMS
PANEL B



FIGURE 1: Productivity and multiple mode internationalisers: PRODt 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 2: Productivity and multiple mode internationalisers: PRODv 

 



VARIABLE DESCRIPTION Mean Std. Dev. Min Max Obs

PRODt 4.866 0.791 2.515 10.437 9,507

PRODv 3.782 0.617 -0.362 8.327 9,826

ZERO Dummy=1 if a firm is classified as inactive abroad in the EFIGE dataset (in 2008). 0.238 0.426 0 1 14,759

SINGLE 0.294 0.455 0 1 14,759

DUAL 0.405 0.491 0 1 14,759

TRIPLE 0.064 0.244 0 1 14,759

GVC 0.762 0.426 0 1 14,759

SUPP 0.525 0.499 0 1 14,755

SIZE 0.712 0.453 0 1 14,759

AGE 0.577 0.494 0 1 14,759

GROUP 0.221 0.415 0 1 14,759

FOREGROUP 0.088 0.284 0 1 14,759

FORECOMP 0.141 0.348 0 1 14,751

R&D 0.511 0.500 0 1 14,755

INNO 0.282 0.450 0 1 14,759

TRAIN 44.35 49.68 0 100 14,759

ZERO SINGLE DUAL TRIPLE GVC SUPP SIZE AGE GROUP FOREGROUP FORECOMP R&D INNO TRAIN

ZERO 1

SINGLE -0.360 1

DUAL -0.461 -0.532 1

TRIPLE -0.146 -0.168 -0.215 1

GVC -1.000 0.360 0.461 0.146 1

SUPP 0.018 0.026 -0.019 -0.041 -0.018 1

SIZE -0.020 0.027 0.026 -0.069 0.020 0.066 1

AGE -0.084 -0.020 0.059 0.064 0.084 -0.038 -0.004 1

GROUP -0.148 -0.093 0.134 0.162 0.148 -0.013 -0.032 0.013 1

FOREGROUP -0.145 -0.081 0.139 0.123 0.145 -0.028 -0.042 0.010 0.584 1

FORECOMP -0.140 -0.078 0.136 0.116 0.140 -0.008 -0.029 0.017 0.143 0.166 1

R&D -0.286 -0.062 0.231 0.151 0.286 -0.055 -0.028 0.059 0.136 0.080 0.139 1

INNO -0.163 -0.057 0.154 0.080 0.163 -0.046 -0.035 0.019 0.091 0.074 0.070 0.343 1

TRAIN -0.039 -0.033 0.039 0.051 0.039 -0.055 -0.031 0.006 0.121 0.106 0.037 0.137 0.120 1

.Percentage of employees involved in formal training programs in 2008.

Share of firm's turnover invested in R&D, average for 2007-2009.

Dummy = 1 if firm belongs to a group (in 2008).

For the description of the variables see Table 5.

Added value on employees (thousand Euros. Average 2009-2014).

Dummy = 1 if a firm is pure importer of components/services or pure exporter or pure international producer (through FDI or international 

outsourcing), in 2008. 

Dummy = 1 if a firm is involved in two modes of international activity (import, export and international production), in 2008. 

TABLE 5 - Description of the variables used in the estimations and their main summary statistics

Turnover on employees (thousand Euros. Average 2009-2014).

TABLE 6 - Correlation matrix 

Dummy = 1 if a firm is involved in all modes of international activity (import, export and international production), in 2008.

Dummy = 1 if a firm is single, or dual, or triple mode.

Dummy = 1 (= 0) if share of total sales consisting in produced-to-order goods is 100% (0%).

Dummy = 1 if firm belongs to a foreign group (in 2008).

Dummy = 1 if the firm's main competitors are located abroad (in 2008).

All variables come from EU-EFIGE/Bruegel-UniCredit dataset.

Dummy = 1 if a firm is small or medium-sized (under 250 employees). 

Dummy = 1 if a firm is older than 20 years (in 2008).

Dummy = 1 if a firm carried out (in the three years 2007-2009) product or process innovation.



PRODt PRODv PRODt PRODv PRODt PRODv

1 2 3 4 5 6

SINGLE 0.243*** 0.105***
0.000 0.000

DUAL 0.383*** 0.155***
0.000 0.000

TRIPLE 0.543*** 0.196***
0.000 0.000

GVC 0.322*** 0.133*** 0.395*** 0.156***
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

SUPPL -0.047*** -0.022* -0.053*** -0.024** 0.044 0.008
0.002 0.057 0.000 0.039 0.149 0.751

INTE1 (GVC*SUPPL) -0.123*** -0.039
0.000 0.133

SIZE -0.065* -0.030 -0.105*** -0.041 -0.103*** -0.041
0.050 0.238 0.001 0.101 0.001 0.105

AGE 0.045*** 0.046*** 0.052*** 0.049*** 0.052*** 0.049***
0.002 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

GROUP 0.213*** 0.067*** 0.231*** 0.073*** 0.230*** 0.073***
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

FOREGROUP 0.295*** 0.195*** 0.306*** 0.199*** 0.307*** 0.200***
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

FORECOMP 0.012 0.051*** 0.027 0.057*** 0.027 0.057***
0.580 0.002 0.199 0.001 0.206 0.001

R&D 0.023 0.040*** 0.046*** 0.048*** 0.046*** 0.048***
0.136 0.001 0.004 0.000 0.003 0.000

INNO 0.001 0.007 0.008 0.009 0.006 0.009
0.972 0.603 0.642 0.471 0.699 0.487

TRAIN 0.073*** 0.059*** 0.077*** 0.060*** 0.077*** 0.060***
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Observations 9,192 9,555 9,192 9,555 9,192 9,555

Model test 177.9 142.97 185.3 152.59 177.9 146.33

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

test (SINGLE, DUAL) 70.62 14.29

0.000 0.000

test (DUAL, TRIPLE) 23.84 2.81

0.000 0.094

test (SUPPL, INTE1) 13.05 3.24

0.000 0.039

test (GVC, INTE1) 170.56 48.22

0.000 0.000

TABLE 7 - Estimation results: All EFIGE countries

For the description of the variables see Table 5. In columns 1(2), 3(4) and 5(6) the dependent variable is the average

labour productivity, in log, computed on turnover (added value) in the years 2009-2014. Superscripts ***, ** and *

denote statistical significance at the 1, 5 and 10 percent level, respectively. The p-values of the tests are given in

italics. The standard errors (not reported) are robust to heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation. Constant and country

and sector dummies (NACE 1.1) always included but not reported.

DEPENDENT VARIABLE:



PRODt PRODv PRODt PRODv PRODt PRODv

1 2 3 4 5 6

SINGLE 0.261*** 0.090***
0.000 0.003

DUAL 0.476*** 0.168***
0.000 0.000

TRIPLE 0.707*** 0.233***
0.000 0.000

GVC 0.378*** 0.132*** 0.321*** 0.067
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.194

SOUTH -0.061** -0.004 -0.078*** -0.010 -0.143* -0.085
0.031 0.853 0.006 0.672 0.053 0.123

INTE2 (GVC*SOUTH) 0.080 0.092
0.316 0.125

SUPPL -0.197*** -0.158*** -0.217*** -0.165*** -0.219*** -0.166***
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

SIZE 0.008 -0.107* -0.065 -0.130** -0.067 -0.133**
0.903 0.078 0.318 0.027 0.298 0.024

AGE 0.081*** 0.064*** 0.088*** 0.067*** 0.088*** 0.066***
0.003 0.003 0.001 0.002 0.001 0.003

GROUP 0.144*** 0.023 0.174*** 0.033 0.174*** 0.033
0.001 0.568 0.000 0.412 0.000 0.411

FOREGROUP 0.189*** 0.226*** 0.215*** 0.235*** 0.216*** 0.236***
0.009 0.000 0.003 0.000 0.003 0.000

FORECOMP -0.121*** -0.023 -0.099** -0.015 -0.099** -0.015
0.009 0.552 0.034 0.699 0.034 0.702

R&D 0.035 0.068*** 0.066** 0.079*** 0.066** 0.079***
0.226 0.004 0.025 0.001 0.025 0.001

INNO 0.020 0.049* 0.027 0.051** 0.027 0.051**
0.514 0.056 0.387 0.047 0.379 0.044

TRAIN 0.080*** 0.040 0.092*** 0.044* 0.091*** 0.043*
0.009 0.107 0.003 0.075 0.003 0.084

Observations 2,810 2,769 2,810 2,769 2,810 2,769

Model test 37.66 20.06 37.63 20.71 35.83 19.92

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

test (SINGLE, DUAL) 49.31 10.36

0.000 0.001

test (DUAL, TRIPLE) 13.75 1.39

0.000 0.238

test (SOUTH, INTE2) 13.33 10.46

0.000 0.000

test (GVC, INTE2) 57.52 13.00

0.000 0.000

TABLE 8 - Estimation results: ITALY

For the description of the variables see Table 5. In columns 1(2), 3(4) and 5(6) the dependent variable is the average

labour productivity, in log, computed on turnover (added value) in the years 2009-2014. Superscripts ***, ** and *

denote statistical significance at the 1, 5 and 10 percent level, respectively. The p-values of the tests are given in

italics. The standard errors (not reported) are robust to heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation. Constant and sector

dummies (NACE 1.1) always included but not reported.

DEPENDENT VARIABLE:



PRODt PRODv PRODt PRODv PRODt PRODv

1 2 3 4 5 6

SINGLE 0.243*** 0.083***
0.000 0.000

DUAL 0.414*** 0.140***
0.000 0.000

TRIPLE 0.473*** 0.148***
0.000 0.000

GVC 0.303*** 0.102*** 0.348*** 0.131***
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

SUPPL -0.056*** -0.019 -0.060*** -0.020 0.007 0.024
0.001 0.161 0.001 0.139 0.843 0.428

INTE1 (GVC*SUPPL) -0.080** -0.053
0.047 0.118

SIZE -0.045 -0.027 -0.075** -0.035 -0.074** -0.035
0.183 0.297 0.022 0.177 0.023 0.182

AGE 0.011 0.042*** 0.015 0.044*** 0.015 0.044***
0.510 0.002 0.395 0.001 0.399 0.001

GROUP 0.191*** 0.059*** 0.211*** 0.065*** 0.212*** 0.065***
0.000 0.003 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.001

FOREGROUP 0.275*** 0.179*** 0.294*** 0.183*** 0.294*** 0.184***
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

FORECOMP 0.021 0.062*** 0.042* 0.069*** 0.041* 0.068***
0.350 0.001 0.066 0.000 0.069 0.000

R&D -0.018 0.027* 0.000 0.033** 0.001 0.033**
0.316 0.062 0.995 0.025 0.967 0.023

INNO -0.016 0.007 -0.009 0.010 -0.010 0.010
0.366 0.604 0.615 0.481 0.602 0.485

TRAIN 0.055*** 0.056*** 0.060*** 0.057*** 0.059*** 0.057***
0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.000

Observations 6,366 6,741 6,366 6,741 6,366 6,741

Model test 117.0 90.1 121.3 96.8 116.3 92.9

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

test (SINGLE, DUAL) 72.56 13.60

0.000 0.000

test (DUAL, TRIPLE) 1.93 0.06

0.165 0.805

test (SUPPL, INTE1) 7.28 2.18

0.001 0.113

test (GVC, INTE1) 111.16 18.60

0.000 0.000

TABLE 9 - Robustness check: All EFIGE countries

For the description of the variables see Table 5. In columns 1(2), 3(4) and 5(6) the dependent variable is the average

labour productivity, in log, computed on turnover (added value) in the years 2009-2014. Superscripts ***, ** and *

denote statistical significance at the 1, 5 and 10 percent level, respectively. The p-values of the tests are given in

italics. The standard errors (not reported) are robust to heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation. Constant and country

and sector dummies (NACE 1.1) always included but not reported.

DEPENDENT VARIABLE:



PRODt PRODv PRODt PRODv PRODt PRODv

1 2 3 4 5 6

SINGLE 0.281*** 0.114***
0.000 0.001

DUAL 0.499*** 0.163***
0.000 0.000

TRIPLE 0.600*** 0.261***
0.000 0.000

GVC 0.360 0.134 0.280*** 0.073***
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.010

SOUTH -0.212*** -0.103** -0.229*** -0.108** -0.230*** -0.130**
0.000 0.041 0.000 0.032 0.000 0.015

INTE2 (GVC*SOUTH) 0.048 0.089
0.664 0.468

SUPPL -0.052* 0.016 -0.063** 0.012 -0.051* 0.015
0.092 0.546 0.044 0.657 0.098 0.569

SIZE 0.020 -0.099 -0.055 -0.128** 0.013 -0.110*
0.772 0.121 0.396 0.039 0.840 0.080

AGE 0.050 0.063** 0.049 0.063** 0.063** 0.068**
0.109 0.018 0.118 0.016 0.046 0.010

GROUP 0.137*** 0.006 0.169*** 0.019 0.157*** 0.017
0.005 0.894 0.001 0.693 0.001 0.714

FOREGROUP 0.148* 0.209*** 0.145* 0.207*** 0.160** 0.211***
0.053 0.002 0.056 0.002 0.035 0.001

FORECOMP -0.076* 0.023 -0.065 0.024 -0.066 0.026
0.099 0.557 0.167 0.543 0.154 0.498

R&D -0.013 0.053* 0.005 0.059** -0.001 0.059**
0.691 0.057 0.889 0.036 0.982 0.037

INNO -0.018 0.027 -0.007 0.029 -0.016 0.027
0.589 0.350 0.831 0.320 0.640 0.353

TRAIN 0.072** 0.043 0.079** 0.046 0.079** 0.047
0.032 0.135 0.019 0.106 0.020 0.101

Observations 2,035 2,007 2,035 2,007 2,035 2,007

Model test 22.9 13.1 22.3 13.4 20.2 12.7

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

test (SINGLE, DUAL) 36.57 2.59

0.000 0.108

test (DUAL, TRIPLE) 1.80 2.10

0.181 0.148

test (SOUTH, INTE2) 8.12 3.04

0.000 0.048

test (GVC, INTE2) 35.91 4.09

0.000 0.017

TABLE 10 - Robustness check: ITALY

For the description of the variables see Table 5. In columns 1(2), 3(4) and 5(6) the dependent variable is the average

labour productivity, in log, computed on turnover (added value) in the years 2009-2014. Superscripts ***, ** and * denote

statistical significance at the 1, 5 and 10 percent level, respectively. The p-values of the tests are given in italics. The

standard errors (not reported) are robust to heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation. Constant and sector dummies

(NACE 1.1) always included but not reported.

DEPENDENT VARIABLE:


